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Abstract. The present study examines whether Russian-American heritage speakers benefit from the isomorphic mapping
between a syntactic structure and its corresponding motor event (motor stereotype) during the comprehension of locative
and instrumental constructions in Russian, their heritage language. Participants performed a picture-sentence matching task,
during which they saw pairs of images on a computer screen and were required to choose the picture that matched the
sentence that they heard. The sentences included locative and instrumental constructions with isomorphic or non-isomorphic
mapping between the syntactic structure (direct or inverted word order) and the corresponding motor event (isomorphic or
non-isomorphic motor stereotype). The results call into question the predictions of the Isomorphic Mapping Hypothesis and
reveal that heritage speakers, at least those with a lower proficiency in their heritage language, are more sensitive to syntactic
cues (word order) than isomorphism. The findings are explained within the framework of language transfer.
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Introduction
Cognitive changes that occur during the process of mastering a foreign language present a unique opportunity
for investigating how several language systems function
and interact in a speaker’s mind. The present study examines how two languages, Russian and English, interact
with regard to processing locative and prepositional constructions by Russian-American bilingual heritage speakers. Heritage speakers are usually unbalanced bilinguals,
simultaneous or sequential, who acquire their first (heritage) language — a language different from the language
of the speech community — in early childhood, but who
later in life switch to the language of the speech community, which eventually becomes their dominant language
(Polinsky, 2008; Scontras, Fuchs, & Polinsky, 2015; Valdés,
2005). As a result, the heritage language may be incompletely acquired or become subject to attrition caused
by the dominant second language input (Montrul, 2008;
2012; Polinsky & Kagan, 2007). Thus, the heritage language can be considered a unique reorganized language
system which includes both parameters of the native language and non-native elements resulting from the interaction of the speaker’s two languages (Montrul, 2008). Heritage speakers therefore provide unique testing grounds for
issues of language maintenance, linguistic plasticity and
interference (transfer).
The present study examines a specific case of linguistic
interference: the influence of the English language on
the comprehension of Russian locative and instrumental
constructions in the heritage language. Previous studies
with monolingual speakers of Russian (adults and children
without neurological impairment and post-stroke patients
with brain lesions) showed that they rely on nonverbal
strategies, such as basic motor stereotypes, for comprehension of these linguistic constructions (Dragoy et al.,
2015; 2016; Laurinavichyute et al., 2017; Chrabaszcz,
Ovsepyan, & Dragoy, 2017). Motor stereotypes present
a particular case of isomorphism in language and are
defined as prototypical, habitual and frequent sequences
of actions with objects of the surrounding world (Dragoy
et al., 2016). For example, in order to put a box into a bag,
one needs to take the box first and then put it into the
bag, and not vice versa. The underlying structure, or
motor stereotype, of the event may or may not align with
the corresponding linguistic structure; that is, it may be
isomorphic or non-isomorphic in relation to the syntactic
word order. A locative construction like “The boy put the
cup on the table” uses a word order that is aligned with
the structure of the corresponding event: the order of the
constituents in the sentence is isomorphically aligned
with the motor stereotype. In contrast, an instrumental
construction like “The boy tapped the cup with a spoon”
is non-isomorphic because the agent “the boy” first acts
on “the spoon” and then on “the cup”, which results in a
nonlinear meaning-to-syntax mapping. Thereby, the term
isomorphism refers to the correspondence of elements and
relations between form and meaning/function (Ramat,
1995). According to the Isomorphic Mapping Hypothesis
(IMH), an isomorphic mapping between a syntactic
structure and its corresponding event should present less
difficulty for comprehension, whereas a non-isomorphic
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mapping should lead to increased processing difficulty
(Dik, 1986; O’Grady & Lee, 2005). The hypothesis was
previously tested in populations of Korean-speaking
people with Broca’s aphasia (O’Grady & Lee, 2001), Korean
and Japanese speakers of English as a second language
(O’Grady, Yamashita, & Lee, 2005), and English-speaking
people with Broca’s aphasia (O’Grady & Lee, 2005).
For example, in the study by O’Grady and Lee (2005),
agrammatic participants performed much better on the
isomorphic locative constructions (“Put the crayon on
the pencil”) than on the non-isomorphic instrumental
constructions (“Tap the crayon with the pencil”). Thus,
previous studies have consistently shown that people with
aphasia and learners of English prefer the word order that is
isomorphic with the structure of the corresponding event,
even when that word order is infrequent and non-canonical.
However, because isomorphic and non-isomorphic
mapping between the underlying motor stereotype and
syntactic word order in English is possible only for one or
the other type of construction (locative or instrumental),
but not both, it remains unclear whether the participants’
better performance on the locative construction is due to
isomorphism per se or to the differences in constructions.
Because Russian has a relatively flexible word order,
the motor stereotype of the corresponding event may
correspond to constructions with both direct and inverted
word orders, which makes the Russian language a good
testing ground for checking the predictions of the IMH.
In Russian, locative constructions with direct word order
correspond to isomorphic mapping between the motor
stereotype and word order (1a, below), while those with
inverted word order represent non-isomorphic mapping,
as in 1b. Instrumental constructions present a dissociation
in terms of the mapping of the motor stereotype and
linguistic word order: inverted constructions correspond
to the isomorphic motor stereotype, as in 2a, while
their direct word order counterparts correspond to a
non-isomorphic mapping, as in 2b.
(1)
a.

b.

(2)
a.

b.

Мальчик
Mal’chik
a boy

кладет
kladet
is putting

сумку
sumku
a bag-ACC

в коробку
v korobku
in a box-ACC

Мальчик
Mal’chik
a boy

кладет
kladet
is putting

в коробку
сумку
v korobku
sumku
in a box-ACC a bag-ACC

Женщина
накрывает шапкой
шарф
Zhenshchina nakryvaet
shapkoi
sharf
a woman
is covering with a hat-INS a scarf-ACC
Женщина
накрывает шарф
Zhenshchina nakryvaet
sharf
a woman
is covering a scarf-ACC

шапкой
shapkoi
with a hat-INS

In light of the previous findings, the goal of the
present study was to test the predictions of the Isomorphic
Mapping Hypothesis and to examine its relevance for
a population of bilingual speakers. If bilingual heritage
speakers rely on motor stereotypes for the comprehension
of locative and instrumental constructions, they should
be able to process sentences 1a and 2a faster and more
accurately because of the isomorphic mapping between
the underlying motor stereotype and the syntactic
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A

B

Figure 1. An example of the stimulus pictures, for the sentence The boy is putting the bag in the box / The boy is putting in the box
the bag (Picture B is correct). Reproduced with permission from: Chrabaszcz, A., Dragoy, O., Iskra, E., & Bergelson, M. (2015). [Comprehension of spatial constructions by healthy adults and patients with aphasia]. In E.V. Pechenkova & M.V. Falikman (Eds.) Cognitive science
in Moscow: New research (pp. 216 – 220), Figure 1.

structure, regardless of word order (direct or inverted).
If, however, heritage speakers prefer sentences with direct
word order (due to the influence of the English language),
only sentences like 1a (isomorphic mapping, direct word
order) should be easier to process, while sentences like 1b
(non-isomorphic mapping, inverted word order) should
present greater difficulty. Additionally, by comparing
two groups of heritage speakers with different degrees of
mastery of the Russian language, we intend to examine
how the choice of the processing strategy possibly changes
with an increase in language proficiency.

Method
Participants
Thirty-six Russian-American heritage speakers (20
females, mean age = 21.7, SD = 3.6) participated in the
study. Their proficiency in Russian was assessed with an
online Russian cloze test. Participants read a short story,
in which every seventh word was deleted and replaced
with a blank. They had to fill in the blanks by typing in the
appropriate word in the grammatically appropriate form.
The maximum number of correct responses was 25. Each
accurate response received a score of 1, while inaccurate
(semantically or grammatically inappropriate) responses
or omissions received a score of 0. The scores were added
up to yield a global proficiency score, which was on average 20.36 (SD = 3.6). The median score of 21 was used to
split the participants into two groups of equal size: a group
with a lower proficiency rating (cloze test score < 21), and
one with a higher proficiency rating (cloze test score ≥ 21).
The language proficiency of the participants in the former group roughly corresponded to the Intermediate
proficiency level on the ACTFL (American Council on
the Teaching of Foreign Languages) scale; proficiency of
the participants in the latter group corresponded to the
The Russian Journal of Cognitive Science

Advanced level.1 All participants signed an online consent
form. Their participation in the study was voluntary.

Materials and Procedure
Stimuli consisted of 48 semantically reversible sentences (e.g., Мальчик кладет сумку в коробку [Mal’chik
kladet sumku v korobku, “The boy is putting the bag in the
box”]) and 24 filler sentences with semantically irreversible constructions (e.g., Мальчик кладет яблоко в сумку
[Mal’chik kladet yabloko v sumku, “The boy is putting the
apple in the bag”]). The latter are considered semantically
irreversible because the reversed construction is semantically implausible (e.g., Мальчик кладет сумку в яблоко
[Mal’chik kladet sumku v yabloko, “The boy is putting the
bag in the apple”]). All sentences were recorded by a female
native speaker of Russian at a normal speaking rate. Half
of the sentences used locative constructions (as in 1a and
1b), and half of the sentences constituted instrumental
constructions (as in 2a and 2b). Experimental sentences
were counterbalanced across two presentation lists such
that each participant saw only one version of the sentences
(e.g., either 1a or 1b). Filler sentences were the same in the
two presentation lists. Thus, each participant received
48 pseudo-randomized sentences (24 experimental and
24 filler sentences). The sentences were paired up with
two color pictures, one picture depicting the target situation described in the sentence and the other one depicting the opposite situation (see Figure 1). For example, for
the sentence Мальчик кладет сумку в коробку [Mal’chik
kladet sumku v korobku, “The boy is putting the bag in the
box”], participants saw a sentence-congruent picture of
a boy putting a bag into a box, and an incongruent picture
of a boy putting a box into a bag.
The correspondence of the Russian cloze test scores to the ACTFL proficiency levels (based on the results of the Oral Proficiency Interview) was
established for use in studies by Gor, Chrabaszcz, & Cook (2017a, 2017b).
1
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MS−

Motor stereotype

MS+

MS−

MS+

Motor stereotype

Figure 2. Mean proportion of errors (A) and reaction times (B). Error bars represent standard error.

The two pictures appeared on the computer screen
while the stimulus sentence was presented auditorily. The
task was to choose the picture that corresponded to the
sentence. Participants were instructed to press the right
shift key if they chose the picture on the right, and the left
shift key if they chose the picture on the left. Reaction times
were recorded from the onset of the audio file. After the
participants made the decision, they pressed the spacebar
to advance to the next trial. No feedback was provided
after the training phase consisting of five trials, which was
included at the beginning of the test phase for familiarization purposes.

Results
A linear mixed-effects modeling approach was used to analyze reaction time data (lmer function in R (R Core Team,
2015)); a generalized linear mixed-effects model was used
to analyze error rate data (glmer function in R). The models
included Motor Stereotype (isomorphic: MS+ or non-isomorphic: MS−), Proficiency (Intermediate or Advanced),
and Type of Construction (Locative or Instrumental) as
fixed factors, Subjects and Items as random factors, and all
interaction terms. For the reaction time analysis, incorrect
responses were removed. Reaction times were calculated by
subtracting the duration of the sentence from the duration
of the trial (from audio onset until the response button was
hit). Descriptive statistics for reaction times and error rates
are provided in Figure 2. The output of the mixed-effects
models is provided in Table 1.
The outcome of the error rate analysis yielded
a significant effect for Motor Stereotype (β = 4.03,
z = 3.66, p < .001) and the type of construction (β = 2.93,
z = 2.62, p = .008) in the Intermediate proficiency group
(Table 1), while no significant effect of Motor Stereotype
or Construction was observed in the Advanced proficiency
group (when the same model was examined with the
intercept for the Advanced proficiency group). As evident
The Russian Journal of Cognitive Science

from Figure 2, heritage speakers with Intermediate
proficiency made more errors when they had to choose the
picture corresponding to the instrumental constructions
with isomorphic mapping between the inverted word order
and the motor stereotype (MS+) (β = 4.03, z = 3.66, p < .001).
The analysis of reaction time data corroborated this finding:
participants with Intermediate proficiency in Russian took
longer to respond to instrumental constructions with
inverted word order which mapped onto the isomorphic
motor stereotype (β = 1190, t = 2.15, p = .003). While no
interactions were significant in the reaction time analysis,
error rate analysis yielded significant two-way interactions
for Motor Stereotype and Group (β = – 4.15, z = – 3.45,
p < .001), Motor Stereotype and Construction (β = – 4.9,
z = – 3.86, p < .001), Group and Construction (β = – 2.6,
z = – 2.16, p = .03), and a three-way interaction for Motor
Stereotype × Group × Construction (β = 4.51, z = 3.15,
p = .002).

Discussion
The present study aimed to extend the predictions of the
Isomorphic Mapping Hypothesis to the processing of locative and instrumental constructions by Russian-American
heritage speakers with varying proficiency in Russian. The
observed processing strategies employed by Russian-American heritage speakers are compared to those employed by
monolingual English speakers (O’Grady & Lee, 2005) and
monolingual Russian speakers (Dragoy et al., 2015; 2016)
reported in previous studies. O’Grady and Lee (2005) only
compared locative sentences of type (1a) and instrumental
sentences of type (2b), and found that while the there was
no difference in the error rate pattern between the two constructions in a group of English-speaking adults without
neurological disorders, agrammatic patients made more
errors on instrumental constructions of type (2b) (with
non-isomorphic mapping between the word order and the
event). Similar studies on healthy and neurological popu-
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Outcome of the Mixed Effects Models for Error Rate and Reaction Time as Dependent Variables (Fixed Effects Only)
ERROR RATE
Coefficient

SE

z

p

– 5.30

1.11

– 4.81

< .001*

MS+

4.03

1.10

3.66

< .001*

Advanced

2.23

1.19

1.88

.060

Locative

2.93

1.11

2.62

.008*

MS+ ×Advanced

– 4.15

1.20

– 3.45

< .001*

MS+ × Locative

– 4.90

1.27

– 3.86

< .001*

Advanced × Locative

– 2.60

1.20

– 2.16

.030*

4.51

1.43

3.15

.002*

Fixed Effect
Intercept: MS–, Intermediate, Instrumental

MS+ × Advanced × Locative

REACTION TIME
Coefficient

SE

df

t

p

Intercept: MS–, Intermediate, Instrumental

1755

437

88

4.01

< .001*

MS–

1190

553

165

2.15

.003*

Advanced

– 469

586

120

– 0.80

.420

Fixed Effect

Locative

179

521

123

0.34

.730

– 1145

701

1452

– 1.63

.100

– 507

765

147

– 0.66

.510

Advanced × Locative

29

682

1361

0.04

.970

MS– × Advanced × Locative

39

981

1412

0.04

.970

MS– × Advanced
MS– × Locative

Note:

* indicates significant model outcome at the .05 level

lations of monolingual Russian speakers revealed that isomorphic mapping of meaning to syntax in sentences of types
(1a) and (2a) usually helps participants to interpret these
constructions faster and with greater accuracy (e.g., Dragoy
et al., 2015; 2016). In comparison with previous studies, the
results of the present study with Russian-American heritage
speakers demonstrate that the effect of isomorphism was
either negligible (for speakers with advanced proficiency
in Russian) or reversed (for speakers with intermediate proficiency in Russian). Unexpectedly, heritage speakers with
intermediate proficiency in Russian experienced most difficulty with the instrumental constructions where the motor
stereotype mapped onto inverted word order isomorphically,
as in (2a), compared to the same constructions with direct
word order and non-isomorphic mapping (2b). This finding is especially interesting considering the existing contrary
evidence that monolingual Russian pre-school children with
lower proficiency (junior kindergarten group) prefer sentences of type (2a) to type (2b) (Chrabaszcz, Ovsepyan, &
Dragoy, 2017). This suggests that, while monolingual Russian children with still developing competency in Russian
rely on non-linguistic strategies (motor stereotype) for comprehension of instrumental constructions and benefit from
isomorphic mapping of meaning to syntactic structures,
heritage speakers with low proficiency in Russian weigh the
word order cue to a greater extent than the motor stereotype. We explain this difference in performance as interference from the English language, which acts as a source
of transfer strategy (Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008; Odlin, 1989;
Pavlenko & Jarvis, 2002; Ringbom, 2007). English does not
The Russian Journal of Cognitive Science

carry as many morphological distinctions as Russian, which
leads heritage speakers of Russian to lose sensitivity to certain grammatical markers, such as case inflections. Morphological simplification has been observed in a number
of studies on heritage language acquisition (e.g., Isurin &
Ivanova-Sullivan, 2008; Polinsky & Kagan, 2007), and some
researchers even argue that low proficiency heritage speakers only have two case forms: unmarked (corresponding to
the nominative) and marked (based on the accusative case)
forms (Polinsky, 1997). In the face of such morphological
reduction, the potential compensatory strategy for understanding and expressing syntactic relations between words
in a sentence is reliance on the word order. In English, word
order is not as flexible as in Russian, which is why a fixed
word order becomes “a staple feature of heritage language
grammar” (Polinsky & Kagan, 2007). While knowledge of
morphology was not overtly tested in the present study, the
existing literature suggests that it is possible that the RussianAmerican heritage speakers who participated in our study
also have a reduced case system and may not take advantage
of the inflectional marker of the instrumental case (-oj/-om,
in the singular) to exploit the isomorphic mapping between
the corresponding event structure and the linguistic word
order. As a result, they rely on the word order cue and mistakenly apply English rules of assigning thematic roles during the processing of Russian sentences. Thus, the first noun
following the verb in (2a) could be perceived as a theme, not
as an instrument. The observed difference in performance
on instrumental versus locative constructions supports this
interpretation. Instrumental case markings in Russian are
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acquired later in life compared to other cases (Ceitlin, 2000),
and therefore they present more difficulty for heritage speakers. This causes them (especially speakers with lower proficiency levels) to ‘look for’ and rely on additional cues, such as
word order, to help interpret sentence meaning. We observe
that the mechanisms underlying the processing of instrumental constructions in early childhood undergo changes
under the influence of the subsequently learned language. In
general, the present study questions the predictions of the
Isomorphic Mapping Hypothesis. Heritage speakers, at least
those with a lower proficiency in the heritage language, are
more sensitive to syntactic cues (word order) than semantic cues, including the isomorphic mapping of the syntactic
structure and the representation of the event that it denotes.
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Аннотация. Настоящее исследование посвящено изучению явления изоморфизма между синтаксической структурой (порядком слов в предложении) и соответствующим действием (моторным стереотипом) и тому, как изоморфизм
влияет на понимание предложных и инструментальных конструкций русско-американскими билингвами. Испытуемым предлагалось сопоставить рисунки на экране компьютера с предъявляемым на слух предложением и выбрать
наиболее подходящий рисунок из двух. В стимульных предложениях порядок слов и моторный стереотип могли
находиться либо в изоморфных, либо в неизоморфных отношениях. Результаты исследования выявили различия
в стратегиях языковой обработки у билингвов по сравнению с предыдущими исследованиями в популяциях англоговорящих и русскоговорящих монолингвов. Русско-американские билингвы, в частности билингвы с низким уровнем владения русским языком, в большей степени руководствуются порядком слов в предложении нежели изоморфностью языковой конструкции.
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